
Kinetics Lesson 1 practice

A) standard temperature and pressure
B) a catalyst added to the reaction system
C) effective collisions between reactant particles
D) an equal number of moles of reactants and

products

1. What is required for a chemical reaction to occur?

A) fewer particle collisions occur
B) more effective particle collisions occur
C) the required activation energy increases
D) the concentration of the reactants increases

2. As the temperature of a chemical reaction in the gas
phase is increased, the rate of the reaction increases
because

A) proper energy, only
B) proper orientation, only
C) both proper energy and proper orientation
D) neither proper energy nor proper orientation

3. A reaction is most likely to occur when reactant
particles collide with

A) 25°C B) 50°C
C) 75°C D) 100°C

4. Given the reaction:

Mg + 2 H2O Mg(OH)2 + H2

At which temperature will the reaction occur at the
greatest rate?

A) A B) B C) C D) D

5. In each of the four beakers shown below, a 2.0-centimeter strip of magnesium ribbon reacts with 100
milliliters of HCl(aq) under the conditions shown.

In which beaker will the reaction occur at the fastest rate?
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A) decrease the production of AB(g)
B) decrease the frequency of collisions between A 2

(g) and B 2(g)
C) increase the production of B 2(g)
D) increase the frequency of collisions between A 2

(g) and B 2(g)

6. Given the reaction:

A2(g) + B2(g) « 2 AB(g) + heat

An increase in the concentration of A2(g) will

A) lower kinetic energy
B) lower concentration
C) more surface area
D) more zinc atoms

7. Given the reaction at 25°C:

Zn(s) + 2 HCl(aq)  ZnCl2(aq) + H2(g)
The rate of this reaction can be increased by using 5.0
grams of powdered zinc instead of a 5.0-gram strip of
zinc because the powdered zinc has

A) higher average kinetic energy
B) lower average kinetic energy
C) more contact with the H+ ions in the acid
D) less contact with the H+ ions in the acid

8. A 1.0-gram sample of powdered Zn reacts faster with
HCl than a single 1.0-gram piece of Zn because the
atoms in powdered Zn have

A) providing an alternate reaction pathway that has
a higher activation energy

B) providing an alternate reaction pathway that has
a lower activation energy

C) using the same reaction pathway and increasing
the activation energy

D) using the same reaction pathway and decreasing
the activation energy

9. For a given reaction, adding a catalyst increases the
rate of the reaction by

A) activation energy of the reaction to decrease
B) potential energy of the reactants to decrease
C) kinetic energy of the reactants to increase
D) heat of reaction to increase

10. In a biochemical reaction, an enzyme acts as a
catalyst, causing the


